Dependable healthcare equipment;
maintained to exacting standards

> Locksets and Handles

We’re here for life.

At Risk Patient Protection Products
A Safe Environment
Providing a safe and aesthetically pleasing
environment in a Mental Health facility has always
been a design and clinical challenge. This has
been made more difficult given the demand for
‘normalisation’ – the need to create a homely, less
institutional environment yet still providing a high
level of staff and patient safety. Traditionally safety
has taken precedence over aesthetics and the
appearance has been somewhat abandoned.
In recent years it has been proven the normalisation
of the patient surroundings, including the provision
of a substantial level of privacy and dignity is
essential for a faster recovery.
What are the Risks?
Areas within the mental health facility that offer
the greatest risk of injury, self-harm or suicide are
doorways, window openings and their associated
fixtures and hardware. This especially applies to
closed rooms such as a bathroom or bedroom which
may be out of the sight of carers. Statistics have
demonstrated that the most frequent method of
suicide is by hanging or strangulation, in fact this
method accounts for over half of deaths by suicide
in Australia. The most prominent risks within patient

areas is the presence of ligature points and the ability
for a patient to barricade themselves (with or without
hostages) away from staff access and assistance.
Minimising the Risk
It remains a duty of care to ensure that patients
are cared for and accommodated in the safest
environment possible. The unique range of Hipac
solutions which have been designed exclusively
for Mental Health Facilities, Rehabilitation and
Detention Centres, adds style and character without
compromising safety, functionality or quality.
Hipac door hardware products integrate to offer
the most comprehensive Anti-Ligature and AntiBarricade Override System available internationally.
This allows staff complete access through locked or
barricaded doorways. Hipac solutions do more than
just remove the risk – they provide improved levels
of emergency access in time-critical situations.
At Hipac we are committed to providing market
leading products to suit every application. We
carry an extensive range of established products,
however we have the ability to modify, adapt,
source or create a solution for your unique situation.
Hipac is your partner in care.

“The most frequent method of Suicide was hanging, a method
used in half (53%) of all Suicide deaths”.
Australian Bureau of Statistics
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Mission

We’re here for life.
We’re here to preserve life,
to protect life and to promote
life. We’re here for others and
we’re here for good.
Vision

A vibrant enthusiastic team of dynamic individuals possessing
a genuine interest in the needs of those surrounding them, whose
attitude and actions benefit not only our clients and their patients
but reach out to touch humanity.
Our staff find work rewarding and enjoyable and our customers
find engagement with them fulfilling. Stakeholders are satisfied
and supportive.
A carefully selected portfolio of solid reliable products is sourced
from a long lineup of manufacturers worldwide seeking well
supported representation throughout the country.
Growth is sustained by the energy of a service division unequalled
for its reliability, dependability and efficiency. It will be capable of
a four hour response time anywhere on this vast continent.
Relationships formed will endure.
Guiding Principles
Integrity
Open, honest and loyal in every sphere
and relationship.

Effectiveness
Do it once, do it right and do it in the least
amount of time. Be punctual.

Selflessness
Put the needs of others ahead of my own.

Communication
Keep customers, suppliers and fellow
workers informed.

Consideration
Possess a caring and considerate disposition.
Courtesy
A smile, a kind word, a greeting costs nothing
but is priceless.
Generosity
Display a spirit of generosity, kindness
and compassion.
Orderliness
Maintain tidy and safe facilities, work areas
and practices.

Recordkeeping
Maintain accurate records for a better
tomorrow. Be accountable.
Innovation
Do it smarter, better, quicker. Think outside
the box.
Action
See a need do something about it….now.
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Manufactured in the United Kingdom

Primera Lock Set Safety Features
1

12

> Medium sprung, heavy duty
roller catch negates need for
lever handles

11

> Laser cut radius corners
to prevent self-harm

> 30° chamferred
plate edges

2

10

> Internal and
external antiligature handles
conform to DHF
TS001 Level 4

> Concealed roller
catch adjustment

9

> Lock tested to
200,000 cycles

3A

> Robust fixings

8

3B

> Robust antiligature escutcheon
chamferred 25°

> Recessed screw
ports for improved
anti-wrench

4

7

> Universal safety ‘shear’ spindle
to suit all door thicknesses

> 100% staff key access

5

> Torx-pin anti-tamper
fixings

6

> Extended length faceplate
to 235mm (Din Spec)

Distributed exclusively in Australia by Hipac
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PR1 Primary Override

PR1 Primary Barricade Override Explained
Undoubtedly, the single most important feature of all Primera locksets and the one that sets Primera products
apart from other solutions is the unique way that our Primary Barricade Override mechanism works. There are
a few different ways manufacturers like Primera can provide a solution to this issue. Other options utilise either
a clutch or geared cylinder mechanism, both of which have serious shortcomings.

Clutch Cylinders

7
7

Clutch cylinders typically operate on a spring and ball-bearing
mechanism and at a given level of torque are designed that the
thumbturn on the inside of the bedroom door should slip. It is not
uncommon for doors to move, expand or distort over a period of time
and in such cases friction can develop between the bolt on the lock
and the strike plate receiver. This friction can be sufficient for the
thumbturn to slip prematurely and therefore prevent the service
user from being able to leave his/her room. This is not conducive to
maintaining a calm environment and worse still if there is a genuine
need for the patient to leave the room, perhaps in the event of a fire!

Geared Cylinders
Geared cylinders are a more recent development and a far better
solution than the clutch. The key, when inserted into the cylinder,
mechanically disengages the thumbturn which ensures that the nursing
staff can unlock the door. However, in a barricade scenario the service
user is likely to have locked the door and rotated the turn to the end of
its travel in an attempt to keep nursing staff out. The torque applied by
the service user can create friction in the cylinder which prevents the
clinical staff from fully inserting the key. Usually this can be overcome by
a firm jolt with the heel of a hand but this may lead to injury or a snapped
key potentially complicating the situation even further!

7
7

7

3
3

Where keys are issued to service users as a privilege (Rehabilitation &
Step-down units) there is added complication in that, if a patient inserts
his/her key into another patients door, regardless of it being the wrong
key, it will mechanically disengage the Thumbturn on the inside of the
door giving one patient the capacity to lock others inside their rooms!

Primera Primary Barricade Override
A. SMITH
Ward 10

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by

3

3

12

Primera locksets are also available to suit UK Oval & Swiss Profile locking
cylinders on a works to order basis.

6

7

9

Primera does not utilise the cylinder to provide the barricade override
mechanism. This patented feature of our system is far more sophisticated
and is integrated into the lockcase itself. Because the lock is driven by
an ordinary Euro cylinder the client is not limited to the small number
of suppliers who produce a clutch/geared cylinder and therefore
has a much broader selection of locking cylinders to choose from.
In the majority of cases, Primera anti-ligature products can also be
integrated into an existing master keyed system. No slipping clutches,
no geared cylinders and therefore none of the risks associated with such
mechanisms as outlined above. Just a 100% assurance that the key will
unlock the door whenever it is required to do so.
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PR1 Primary Override

46 Bedroom Lockset

Bedroom: PR1-46

Product use :
• Bedrooms
• Offices/staff areas
• CTM’s
• Therapy Rooms
• Storage Areas

pr1-46-729C

An entry level lockset for use in low-risk
patient areas
Until the launch of Primera’s Secondary Barricade Override
system in 2009 the ‘46’ was the flagship of the Primera
anti-ligature range and most popular product by far.
The stylish radius plates are a recent design development
and have rapidly become the preferred choice of many
mental health facilities around the country due to softer
lines and less institutional appearance.
Tested to the very highest standard (Level 4 - DHF TS001)
the ‘46’ provides the service user with an easy to operate
internal Turn/Pull to enable locking of the bedroom door
for the purposes of privacy & dignity and to fully comply
with current mental health legislation. The functions of the
‘46’ also make it a sensible option for a wide range of other
applications (see above).

service user tries to prevent access by holding the handle
inside the door. This feature has become a trademark of the
Primera range and widely recognised throughout the Public
and Private Sector as the most reliable way to ensure staff
access in the event of an emergency barricade scenario.
Most competitor products utilise a clutch mechanism to
provide this function. Such products have many short
comings not least of which is the potential for the clutch
to slip prematurely potentially locking a service user in
his room.
This product is available in a wide range of different
electro-plated or powder coated paint finishes to
compliment the design of any modern day mental
health environment.

Incorporating a unique anti-barricade mechanism ensures
that the staff keys will always dominate the lock even if the

Alternative handle options:

PR1-46-731C
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PR1-46-730A

PR1-46-729B

PR1-46-729A
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PR1 Primary Override

56 Indicator Lockset

Indicator: PR1-56

Product use :
• Ensuite/bathrooms
• Assisted bathrooms
• Bedrooms
• Therapy rooms

PR1-56-729C

For use in low-risk patient areas where an
indicator is required
The features and benefits of the Primera Indicator lock are
unique in that it is thought to be the only ‘fully integrated’
indicator lock of its type with the benefit of a full antibarricade mechanism available for the mental health
market today.
The indicator facility is directly driven by the internal
handle. The key cannot change the status of the indicator
but can be used to isolate the room if necessary. As such,
the only way the status of the indicator can change is if
the handle is operated from inside the room. Typically
most bathrooms are accessed through a single door and
therefore if the indicator is in the red position, there is
definitely someone inside the room. This feature has
made the Primera Indicator Lock very popular throughout
mental healthcare even on bedroom doors as it helps
clinical staff ‘at a glance’ to understand the whereabouts
of the service user.

In addition to the indicator facility, and like the Bedroom
Lock, this product is equipped with Primera’s trademark
Primary Barricade Override mechanism which ensures that
the staff key will always dominate the lock even when the
service user tries to prevent staff access by holding the
internal handle. Most competitor products utilise a clutch
mechanism to provide the anti-barricade function. Such
products have many shortcomings not least of which is the
potential for the clutch to slip prematurely which in a fire
could have potentially disastrous consequences.
Tested to the highest standard (Level 4 DHF TS001) this
product provides the service user with an easy to operate
internal Turn/Pull to enable locking of the bathroom door
for the purposes of service user privacy & dignity and to
fully conform with current mental health legislation.

Alternative handle options:

PR1-56-731C

PR1-56-731A

PR1-56-730C

PR1-56-730A

PR1-56-729B

PR1-56-729A

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by
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PR1 Primary Override

66 Latch-Lock (Key/Turn)

Automatic: PR1-66

Product use :
• Offices
• Cupboards
• Kitchens
• Dispensaries

pr1-66-729C

For use in low-risk patient areas where an
auto-locking feature is required
In addition to Primera’s trademark Primary Barricade
Override function the ‘66’ incorporates some very
interesting features and is specifically designed for
applications where automatic locking is needed.

itself automatically reduces the demand on the key by 50%
extending the life expectancy of the locking cylinder by
double. Worthy of some consideration!

Certain doors lend themselves better to an automatic
locking function: kitchens where there are knives,
dispensaries where drugs are stored, cupboards in which
there are cleaning chemicals and so on. We believe that any
application where there is a need to know that the door is
locked when closed merits the consideration of using an
automatic lock set.

Primera Automatic Locksets are all equipped with an antithrust bolt which effectively deadlocks the latch when the
door is in the closed position. This makes the latch highly
resistant to manipulation which is especially useful in the
case of outward opening doors. If required, this product can
be ordered with a ‘Passage Set’ function which enables the
key to withhold the latch preventing the door from locking
automatically as necessary.

Due to high use, wear and tear of keys in mental healthcare
can be a problem. Consequently, any door which locks

Alternative handle options:

PR1-66-731C
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PR1 Primary Override

76 En-Suite Lockset

Ensuite: PR1-76

Product use :
• En-Suite/Bathrooms
• S
 ervice Risers
CPR1-76Xl
• Shallow Cupboards
• Laundry Rooms

pr1-76-729C

For use in low-risk patient areas where patients are
not required to have the ability to lock/unlock doors
The ‘76’ is primarily designed for en-suite bathrooms where
a pull handle is required on both sides of the door. On this
model locking is limited to one side of the door only which
in the case of an en-suite bathroom is particularly useful for
isolation purposes in the event of any damage
to internal fixtures and fittings.
Ordinarily, it is not considered necessary to provide the
service user with a locking feature on the inside of an
en-suite bathroom as this can be achieved by locking the main
bedroom door. However, if a locking facility is considered
necessary then this can be achieved by specification of
either the Primera PR1-56 or PR3-56 Indicator Lockset,
both of which come equipped with an internal Turn/Pull
handle. (Please see pages 7 and 25 for information).

door during the day. This can be achieved by specification
of either the Primera PR1-96 or PR3-96 locksets both of
which are supplied in a key/key format (Please see pages
11 and 29 for more information).
Due to the applications for which the ‘76’ lockset is intended
it does not require any special anti-barricade functions
though all the other essential features of our market leading
range are included which enables the continuity of Primera
styling throughout the building. Some applications for the
‘76’ function do not require a pull handle on both sides of
the door. Please quote P/N PR1-76X to denote a lockset
with one Pull Handle only. This is a common requirement for
use on service riser doors typically found on the corridor
immediately outside a bedroom module.

In certain circumstances (e.g. CAMHS Units) it is widely
considered advisable to lock open the en-suite bathroom

Alternative handle options:

PR-76-731C

PR-76-731A

PR-76-730C

PR-76-730A

PR-76-729B

PR-76-729A

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by
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PR1 Primary Override

86 Latch-Lock (Key/Key)

Automatic: PR1-86

Product use :
• Offices
• Walk-In Cupboards
• C
 orridors and Link
Doors
• Dispensaries

pr1-86-729C

For use in low-risk patient areas where doors are
controlled by staff only. A closed door is a locked door.
The ‘86’ like its associates conforms to DHF TS001 and
has been developed in response to a growing demand for
automatic locking applications where a key/key function
is required. For example, in some EU countries where
legislation is different to the UK, such a function would
be permissible on bedroom doors.
Other applications might include ‘through route’ doors
where an automatic locking function ensures the
doors cannot inadvertently be left unlocked to prevent
unauthorised service user movement.

This product comes complete with an anti-thrust bolt
which effectively deadlocks the latch when the door is in
the closed position. This is an essential feature for outward
opening doors which are more prone to tamper.
The ‘86’ is also available with a ‘passage set’ option at
no extra charge. This feature enables the latch to be
temporarily withheld preventing the door from auto-locking
which is a particularly useful feature especially when there
is a period of continual through traffic or when foods are
ferried through the door.

Alternative handle options:

pr1-86-731C
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PR1 Primary Override

96 Communal Lockset

Communal: PR1-96

Product use :
• Communal Rooms
• Link Doors
• Offices/CTM’s
• En-Suite

PR1-96-729C

For use in low-risk patient areas where locking/
unlocking is controlled by staff
The ‘96’ differs from the ‘86’ in that it is a manual locking
product but also supplied in a key/key format. This
application provides an anti-ligature Pull Handle on both
sides of the door. When in the unlocked position the door
is held closed by means of an adjustable roller catch which
negates the need for any lever handles.
Designed initially for communal room applications (where
it is not advisable to use a Turn/Pull due to the potential for
service user misuse) the ‘96’ can also be used for link doors
or offices where a manual locking regime is preferred.

Having the potential to lock the door in the open
position has become more common in the mental health
environment to prevent doors being damaged during
periods of particularly challenging behaviour.
The ‘96’ now comes in six different design options and
is available in a range of electro-plated and powder
coated finishes.

More recently this product has become the preferred
option for en-suite bathrooms in CAMHS units and other
challenging environments due to the fact that it has
the capacity to lock the door both in the closed and
open position.

Alternative handle options:

PR1-96-731C

PR1-96-731A

PR1-96-730C

PR1-96-730A

PR1-96-729B

PR1-96-729A

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by
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New Product

16 Service Riser Lockset

Service Riser: PR1-16

Product use :
• Service Risers
• Cupboards
• Wardrobes

pr1-16-726

A budget lockset for restricted access areas
In addition to the service user bedroom doors, one of
the other more common types of door found in today’s
modern mental healthcare ward is the Service Riser door.
Typically located on the corridor immediately outside
the patients sleeping accommodation the Service Riser
door is often inconspicuous in that it is usually of neutral
colour deliberately intended to blend in to the fabric of the
building. Yet behind this door there is danger in the form
of plant and equipment from which the service user
should be protected.
To this end a simple anti-ligature pull handle and
escutcheon used in conjunction with a cylinder operated
deadlock is typically all that is required to provide the
level of security and safety needed on these doors.

Available with a choice of four different pull handles,
Recessed, Pinch, Trunk & Grab the PR1-16 lockset is
designed to provide an affordable solution to the Service
Riser door application and includes a 4” lock-case to enable
continuity of styling throughout the ward in keeping with
other more sophisticate Primera lockset mechanisms
typically found in bedrooms and bathrooms.
For more information about our full range of locking flush
bolts, cruciform locks & extended length mortise bolts to
secure secondary or slave leaf doors please contact Hipac
on 1800 75 93 93.

Alternative handle options:

pr1-16-731A
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New Product

New Open Key-Way Mechanism

Primera Life: PR1-XT

Product use :
• E
 asy extraction of
foreign objects
• S
 imple open key-way
mechanism
• Robust construction
• K
 ey dominates internal
handle
• Anti-barricade
• Anti-ligature
• DHF TS001
• E
 liminates the need
for locking cylinders
(reducing cost)

Minimises the potential for the key-way to be
blocked in determined barricade attempts

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by
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Primary Override

46 Bedroom Lockset

Bedroom: PR1-XT-46

Product use :
• Bedrooms
• Offices/staff areas
• CTM’s
• Therapy Rooms
• Storage Areas

pr1-xt-46-729C

A simple, cost effective solution for us in
low-medium risk patient areas
In recent years a number of mental health organisations
have taken an interest in less sophisticated keying systems
operating on a simple budget key. The fundamental
benefit of such a system is that the key-way is blind and
deliberately designed to be very ‘open’ allowing for the
easy removal of any foreign objects and yet, without any
significant reduction in security.
Most mental health service providers have, at some time
or another, experienced the problems associated with
service users blocking up the key-way to their bedroom
in a barricade attempt using chewing gum or chewed toilet
paper in their efforts to prevent clinical staff from
gaining access.
Primera XT is a bespoke product designed specifically
to reduce the risk of any foreign object being jammed
in the key-way that might otherwise prevent the lock
from operating.

As you might imagine the XT includes the same proprietary
Primary Barricade Override feature that is included in all
Primera Turn/Pull locksets. This patented feature ensures
that the key will always operate the lock no matter what
the service user may be doing on the inside of the room
to prevent staff access.
The PR1-XT-46 range has been specifically designed for
the bedroom application providing the service user with
a mechanism to enjoy privacy and dignity but with critical
safety features to ensure staff access when required.
Available with a choice of three different handle options,
Pinch Grip, Elephants Trunk & Recessed Grab the product
is suitable for a variety of different applications ranging
from CAMHS through to Dementia units.

Alternative handle options:

pr1-xt-46-730C
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Primary Override

56 Indicator Lockset

Indicator: PR1-XT-56

Product use :
• En-Suite/Bathrooms
• Assisted Bathooms
• Bedrooms
• Therapy Rooms

pr1-xt-56-729C

A simple, cost effective solution for us in
low-medium risk patient areas
The PR1-XT-56 is unique in design and the only fully
integrated bathroom lock with the benefit of barricade
override and indicator facility operating on a simple budget
key mechanism. Unlike conventional locking cylinders
which, in mental health, are prone to tamper, the XT is
designed as such that any foreign object pushed in to
the key-way will not jam the locking mechanism. This
simple but very robust locking mechanism is without
any significant key profiling and has been developed
specifically to enable the removable of foreign objects from
the key-way with ease reducing the potential for barricade.
Like all Primera indicator locks, this product comes
equipped with Primera’s industry leading Primary Barricade
Override mechanism ensuring clinical staff have the means
to unlock the door regardless of whatever the service user
may be doing on the inside to prevent staff access.

Primera indicator locks are often used in other applications
(mainly bedrooms). This is due to the fact that the indicator
is controlled only by the internal Turn/Pull and not by the
key. As such, any room with single door access showing
occupied status (red) most definitely has someone inside
the room. It is not possible to change the status of the
indicator by key. Therefore, if the door is locked with the
indictor in the unoccupied position (white) the door has
been locked by key which can be helpful to staff when the
room needs to be isolated.
Available with a choice of three different handle options,
Pinch Grip, Elephants Trunk & Recessed Grab the product
is suitable for a variety of different applications ranging
from CAMHS through to Dementia units.

Alternative handle options:

pr1-xt-56-730C

pr1-xt-56-731C1

pr1-xt-56-731C2

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by
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Primary Override

66 Latch-Lock (Key/Turn)

Automatic: PR1-XT-66

Product use :
• Offices
• Cupboards
• Kitchens
• Dispensaries

pr1-xt-66-729C

A simple, cost effective auto latching lockset for
use in low-medium risk patient areas
The PR1-XT-66 is designed for applications where
automatic locking is required. Operating on Primera’s
unique XT drive mechanism the lockset is designed as such
that foreign objects forced in to the key-way by the service
user in an attempted barricade attempt are easily and
quickly removed.
We believe that any application where there is a need
to know that when the door is closed it is locked, merits
the use of an automatic deadlocking latch. Kitchens,
Dispensaries & Cleaning Cupboards all house potentially
dangerous implements or substances and automatic
locking in such applications is worthy of consideration.
Key wear is also another significant factor to consider
when specifying locks. Especially so in mental health
environments where key usage is high due to the locking

regime. Automatic locks reduce the wear and tear on keys
by 50% as, unlike a mortise lock, the key is only ever used
to unlock the door.
All Primera automatic locks come equipped with an
anti-thrust bolt which deadlocks the latch when the door
is in the closed position reducing the potential for patient
manipulation. If required, this product can also be ordered
with a special ‘passage set’ feature. This feature is activated
by key and withholds the latch to prevent it from latching
automatically. This is particularly useful during periods
of continual traffic.
To meet the growing demand for access control on patient
bedroom doors a bespoke electric strike plate is available.

Alternative handle options:

pr1-xt-66-730C
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Primary Override

76 En-Suite Lockset

En-Suite: PR1-XT-76

Product use :
• En-Suite/Bathrooms
• S
 ervice Risers
(PR1-XT-76X)
• Shallow Cupboards
• Laundry Rooms

pr1-xt-76-729C

A simple, cost effective solution for use in lowmedium risk patient areas where patients are not
required to have the ability to lock/unlock doors
Controlled by Primera’s unique XT key drive mechanism
which prevents the service user from being able to block
the key-way, the ‘76’ is primarily designed for en-suite
bathrooms where a pull handle is required on both sides of
the door. On this model locking is limited to one side of the
door only and is controlled by staff key. This is particularly
useful when there is a need to isolate the bathroom in the
event of a reduction in patient privileges or damage to
internal fixtures and fittings.
Ordinarily, it is not considered necessary to provide the
service user with a locking feature on the inside of an ensuite bathroom as privacy can be achieved by locking the
main bedroom door. If a locking feature is required then
please refer to models PR1-56, PR1-XT-56 and PR3-56
shown on pages 7, 15 and 25 respectively.
In some applications (CAMHS, Challenging Behaviour etc)
it can be considered necessary to lock the door in the open

position during certain times of the day. This reduces the
potential for patient damage. In such cases please specify
PR1-96, PR1-XT-96 or PR3-96 shown on pages 11, 19
and 29 respectively.
Due to the application for which the ‘76’ lockset is intended
it does not require any special anti-barricade functions
though all the other essential safety features of Primera’s
market leading anti-ligature range are included which
enable continuity of styling throughout the building.
Some applications for the ‘76’ do not require a pull Handle
on both sides of the door. Please use an X suffix to denote
a lockset with one pull handle only. E.g. PR1-XT-76X. This is
a common requirement on service riser doors.
For further guidance on how to specify the correct Primera
lock please contact Hipac on 1800 75 93 93.

Alternative handle options:

pr1-xt-76-730C

pr1-xt-76-731C1

pr1-xt-76-731C2

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by
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Primary Override

86 Latch-Lock (Key/Key)

Automatic: PR1-XT-86

Product use :
• Offices
• Cupboards
• Corridors
• Dispensaries

pr1-XT-86-729C

A simple, cost effective solution for use in lowmedium risk patient areas where doors are staff
controlled. A closed door is a locked door
Like its associates, the XT-86 conforms to DHF TS001 and
has been developed in response to the growing demand
for automatic locking where a simple key/key function
is needed. In some EU countries where legislation is
different to the UK such a function would be permissible on
bedroom doors. Other applications might include through
routes where an automatic locking function ensures that
doors cannot inadvertently be left unlocked which prevents
the unauthorised movement of service users.
In this case the lock is controlled by Primera’s unique XT
key mechanism the fundamental benefit of which is that
the key-way is blind and deliberately designed to be very
accessible allowing for the easy extraction of any foreign
object. XT is a bespoke product designed to reduce the
risk of any foreign object being jammed in the key-way
to deliberately prevent the lock from operating.

All Primera automatic locks come equipped with an antithrust bolt which deadlocks the latch when the door is
in the closed position reducing the potential for patient
manipulation. If required, this product can also be ordered
with a special ‘passage set’ feature. This feature is activated
by key and withholds the latch to prevent it from latching
automatically. This is particularly useful during periods
of continual traffic.
Due to the application for which the ‘86’ lock-set is intended
it does not require any special anti-barricade functions
though all the other essential safety features of Primera’s
market leading anti-ligature range are included which
enable continuity of styling throughout the building.

Alternative handle options:

pr1-xt-86-730C
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Primary Override

96 Communal Lockset

Communal: PR1-XT-96

Product use :
• Communal Rooms
• Link Doors
• Offices/CTM’s
• En-Suite

pr1-XT-96-729C

A simple, cost effective solution for use in lowmedium risk patient areas where locking/
unlocking is controlled by staff
The PR1-XT-96 differs from the ‘86’ in that it is a manual
locking product (non-automatic) with the benefit of a
simple key/key function. Again, the lock is operated by
Primera’s unique XT drive mechanism where the key-way is
deliberately designed to be very accessible allowing for the
easy extraction of any foreign objects. XT is a bespoke key
product designed to reduce the risk of patients jamming
foreign objects in the key-way to deliberately prevent the
staff from being able to unlock the door in an attempted
barricade scenario.
This application provides an anti-ligature pull handle on
both sides of the door. The ‘96’ holds the door in closed
position by means of a heavy duty, medium sprung, roller
bolt catch which negates the need for lever handle and
therefore any increase in ligature risk.
To prevent service user misuse the ‘96’ has been designed
without an internal Turn/Pull which sits better in communal

room/office applications or for en-suite bathroom doors
which may need locking in the open position during certain
periods of the day to safeguard against patient damage.
Due to the application for which the ‘96’ lockset is intended
it does not require any special anti-barricade functions
though all the other essential safety features of Primera’s
market leading anti-ligature range are included which aids
the continuity of styling throughout the building.
This product is available with a variety of different handle
options including Pinch Grip 729, Elephants Trunk 730 &
Recessed Grab 731. Available ex-stock in SSS electro-plated
finish and can also be supplied in a wide range of other
electro-plated and powder coated RAL finishes.
For further guidance how to specify the correct Primera
lock please contact Hipac on 1800 75 93 93.

Alternative handle options:

pr1-xt-96-730C

pr1-xt-96-731C1

pr1-xt-96-731C2

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by
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Primera Passport

Anti-ligature Access Control

New Passport

Product use :
• Bedrooms
• Therapy Rooms
• Offices/Staff Areas
• Dispensaries
• Kitchens

The next generation of anti-ligature and
anti-barricade locksets. For use in low-high risk
patient areas
Primera PassPort has been specifically developed in response
to the growing demand from the mental healthcare sector
for a robust, electro-mechanical, anti-ligature access control
door lock. Designed principally to empower the service user
with full control over his/her bedroom door, the unit operates
without need of ordinary mechanical keys utilising either
proximity card or fob which can be supplied in a variety
of different, user friendly formats.
The system is completely standalone in that it utilises
four ordinary AA alkaline batteries for its power source
eliminating the expense, complexity and risk of routing

hard wiring in such potentially challenging applications.
Primera PassPort is a door mounted device hence there is
no requirement for armoured door loops between the door
& frame further minimising any potential for ligature points.
Operating on the Mifare platform, the system is designed
to accept any proximity key operating on the ISO/IEC 14443
encryption standard which enables easy integration with
most other existing Mifare based access systems.

Front Elevation
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Front Elevation
118

Side
Front
Elevation
Elevation
3

118

Front Elevation
Side Elevation
118

Side Elevation
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Primera Life

Passport

New Passport

Product use :
• No Hard Wiring
• Mifare Technology
• Robust Construction
• Card/Fob Access
• E
 xternal Control
Equipment
• Patient Empowering
• DHF TS001
• Excellent For Retro-Fit
• Anti-Tamper
• S
 econdary Barricades
Override

Battery powered access control
for the mental health environment
Every design detail of this unique innovation has been
made with careful consideration to the environment in
which it is to be used and with particular regard to the
fact that some level of product abuse is highly probable.
To this end the main body is constructed from a solid
alloy block, the RFID window machined from 5mm
polycarbonate and the access plate laser cut from 3mm
solid steel plate making the unit extremely robust and
resilient to physical attack.
The product is of course intended to be very firmly
secured to the door with no less than six bolt-through M5
anti-tamper torx pin fixings preventing any possibility of
unauthorised removal and any probability of it ever being
used as a weapon against clinical staff. With chamfered
edges on all sides the product is designed to conform in
every respect to TS001, the only recognised technical
specification for anti-ligature hardware fittings published
by the Door & Hardware Federation. At the highest level
(level 4) TS001 dictates that it must not be possible to
attach a ligature to the device in any direction (down,
up, left, right and perpendicular to the door) using
a 0.5mm wire.

Unlike most other access control products the electronic
control equipment for Primera PassPort is housed on the
outside of the door which significantly reduces the potential
for patients to tamper with the device without clinical staff
noticing. Furthermore, PassPort comes fully equipped with
a concealed secondary barricade override mechanism (1)
enabling clinical staff access in the event of attempted
barricade, batteries becoming fully exhausted or in the
unlikely event of an electronic failure. This dispenses with
the usual requirement for, and expense of locking cylinders
which require mechanical keys, are prone to wear and are
often the target of patient abuse.
The proportions of the Primera PassPort are deliberately
larger than normal in order to incorporate essential safety
features not normally available in conventional access
control products. This makes it particularly suitable for
retro-fit applications where it is necessary to ensure
adequate cover of any previous door preparation.
* Audio/Visual signals advise when it is time to
renew batteries.

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by
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Product Codes

Product Codes and Testimonials
Override Type		

PR-1

PR1
Primary Barricade Override
PR1-XT XT Key Drive (C Plate Only)
PR3
Secondary Barricade Override – 1 screw

Application
16
46
56
66
76
76X
86
96

PR-46

Service Riser Lock
Bedroom Lock
Indicator Lock
Automatic Night-latch (Key/Turn)
Ensuite Lock
Service Riser Lock (1 Pull Only)
Automatic Night-latch (Key/Key)
Communal Lock

Handle Type		
729A
729B
728C
730A
730B
730C
731A
731C
731F

PR-729A

7” Pinch Grip – Radius Plate
7” Pinch Grip – Square Plate
7” Pinch Grip 1 Piece Plate
Elephants Trunk – Radius Flat Plate
Elephants Trunk – 1 Piece Plate
Elephants Trunk – Recessed Dish
Recessed Grab – Radius Flat Plate
Recessed Grab – 1 Piece Plate
Recessed Grab – Recessed Dish

Electro-Plated Finish
SSS

PR-SSS

Satin Stainless Steel

Testimonials
“Care Principles was founded in 1997 by a group of
dedicated professionals with extensive experience in
caring for people in the mental health environment.
Care Principles now has over 450 beds in a total of
17 mental health facilities around the country.

We are very pleased to be working with Primera, their
ability to respond swiftly in times of need and their
appetite for new product innovation, all of which sit
well with the values held here at Care Principles”.

“Service users and staff from our mental health
service nominated Primera for an award because
their products overcome the problems that others
on the market give us. With Primera there is no
need to compromise when anti-ligature and
tamper-resistant ironmongery must be specifiedtheir designs fulfil these criteria but are still easy
and convenient to use. This helps to reduce
frustration and requires less staff supervision.
It contributes to a safer, more efficient environment
in which service users and staff can concentrate on
therapeutic activities rather than be distracted by
having to find workarounds for ineffective design
features. As needs and standards change, products
must be improved to maintain high quality
environments and Primera work comfortably
with service users and staff in enhancing and
developing their range”.

Russell Green, Facilities Director
Care Principles

Joe Forster, Chairman
Design In Mental Health Ltd

Primera products have been identified as our preferred
choice of anti-ligature door hardware and have
already been fitted throughout a good number of Care
Principle sites. This is because they are well designed,
robust, durable and above all fit for purpose providing
our clinical staff with all the necessary design features
needed to gain access to our clientele whenever there
may be concerns about self-harm.
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PR3 Secondary Override

PR3 Secondary Override Explained
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PR3 Operating Procedure:
1. U
 sing the screwdriver (a) remove the anti-tamper
screw (b) and rotate access disc (c) to expose spindle.
2. Align multi-tool (d) and slide over spindle (e).

3. Rotate multi-tool (d) to engage tool and turn to unlock.
4. Pull multi-tool (d) to open the door in an
outward direction.

The premium solution for anti-barricade lockset.
Taking it to the next level
The Secondary Override mechanism is differentiated by
prefix PR3. This mechanism has been thoroughly tried
and tested in the most challenging of environments; the
mechanism is concealed and therefore not open to tamper
by the service user. Consequently, to access the override
mechansim requires an emergency tool kit which is normally
kept secure in the ward office. These locksets incorporate all
the features of the Primary Override (PR1) Locksets however
with the added benefit of guaranteed access through a
locked door should the keyway be blocked or disabled.

a convenient, cost effective, off the shelf, solution to the
issues of blocked keyway, failed cylinder or snapped key.
In this case the secondary override mechanism is accessed
by means of removing just one anti-tamper screw. Once
the spindle is exposed a special designed multi-tool is used
to both unlock and pull the door in the outward direction
overpowering any resistance created by the service user
on the inside to enable staff access.
Please see illustration above for a step by step explanation
of how the PR3 mechanism works.

Secondary Barricade Override products are fast becoming
a standard requirement in the mental healthcare sector and
the time it takes to gain access to a service users room in
a barricade situation can quite literally be the difference
between life & death. In addition to the key dominating the
Turn/Pull, all Primera Secondary Override products provide

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by
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PR3 Secondary Override

46 Bedroom Lockset

Bedroom: PR3-46

Product use :
• Bedrooms
• Office/Staff Areas
• CTM’s
• Therapy Rooms

pr3-46-729A

Premium level lockset for use in medium-high risk
patient areas
Bedroom Locksets coupled with the benefit of Primera’s
proprietary Secondary Barricade Override mechanism have
undoubtedly become the flagship of the Primera range.
With a broad selection of different anti-ligature handle
options to choose from, the Bedroom Lockset can now
be specified to suit the growing demand for anti-ligature
products where dexterity or mobility issues are a concern
and where a ‘pinch grip’ product may not be suitable.
Like all other Primera locksets, the ‘46’ is tested to the
highest standard of the Door & Hardware Federation’s
Technical Specification for Anti-ligature Products (TS001)
and provides the service user with an easy to operate
Turn/Pull on the inside of the room to enable locking and
unlocking of the door for the purposes of privacy & dignity.
In addition to the Primary Barricade function, where the
key always dominates the Turn/Pull, this model is equipped
with the added feature of a Secondary Barricade Override

mechanism which enables nursing staff to unlock a door
even when the service user has taken deliberate measures
to block the keyway in a more determined barricade
attempt. This Secondary feature also helps clinical staff
to address the problems that arise from snapped keys
or failed locking cylinders which is not uncommon in the
mental healthcare environment.
Typically, bedroom doors which normally open inwards
are equipped with double swing hinges and removable
doorstops to enable nursing staff to pull the door open in
the outwards direction when presented with an emergency
situation. The combination of both Primary and Secondary
Barricade Override options provides a failsafe, tried and
tested mechanism to ensure nursing staff can always gain
access to a room and has become the preferred choice for
many Mental Health Facilities around the UK and Australia
due to the additional flexibility provided.

Alternative handle options:

PR3-46731C
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PR3-46731F

PR3-46729C

PR3-46730C

PR3-46730E

PR3-46729B
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PR3 Secondary Override

56 Indicator Lockset

Indicator: PR3-56

Product use :
• En-Suite/Bathrooms
• Assisted Bathooms
• Bedrooms
• Therapy Rooms

PR3-56-729A

For use in medium-high risk patient areas where
indicator is required
Unlike any other anti-ligature lockset available the ‘56’
comes fully equipped with an integral indicator facility
in addition to both the Primary & Secondary Barricade
Override functions.
The ‘56’ is principally designed for anti-ligature Bathroom
applications where external indication of whether a room
is occupied or not is needed. Often, it is specified for other
applications, mainly bedrooms, due to the fact that the only
way the indicator status can be changed is when the Turn
on the inside of the room is operated manually. Therefore,
if the indicator is in the red position and, assuming there is
no alternative means of access into the room, then there
is definitely someone behind the door. Feedback from
clinical staff suggests that this is a very useful feature and
assists immensely in understanding the whereabouts of the
service user in the ward.

The lock is supplied complete with a durable, medium
sprung, adjustable roller-catch mechanism to keep the door
held closed when in the unlocked position. This negates
the need for lever handle furniture which would normally
be required to withdraw a latch and can present ligature
problems. The roller catch mechanism enables the door to
be operated by means of any one of Primera’s stylish range
of anti-ligature pull handles (see pages 30 and 31).
All Primera Lockset products are available in a wide range
of different designs and electro-plated or powder coated
finishes. For the visually impaired or for reasons of ‘wayfinding’ Primera products can also be supplied in a dual
finish and according to any BS or RAL colour.

Alternative handle options:

PR3-56731C

PR3-56731F

PR3-56729C

PR3-56730C

PR3-56730E

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by

PR3-56729B
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PR3 Secondary Override

66 Latch-Lock (Key/Turn)

Automatic: PR3-66

Product use :
• Offices
• Cupboards
• Kitchens
• Dispensaries

pr3-66-729A

For use in medium-high risk patient areas where
auto-locking feature is required
We believe that automatic locking products have a significant
role to play in mental health establishments. Behind certain
doors on the ward lie dangers which the service user must
clearly be protected from accessing. There is no arguing that
any door that locks itself automatically can help to support
the clinical team whenever there is a need to know that
a closed door is a locked door.
Supplied as standard with an anti-thrust bolt the ‘66’
automatically deadlocks when the door is in the closed
position which considerably reduces the potential for
patient manipulation. This is particularly beneficial for
doors which ordinarily open outwards and therefore
without such a feature would be very vulnerable to
unauthorised entry.
It is also accepted that any door that locks automatically,
dramatically reduces the wear and tear of both the key and
locking cylinder which we know from experience are prone

to premature failure as a result of their relative high usage
in this challenging market sector.
Despite its automatic locking function the ‘66’ is a very
robust lockset and equally as secure as the deadbolt in
every way. In this particular case the lockset is provided with
both of Primera’s trademark Primary & Secondary Barricade
Override functions as detailed on Pages.
This product is also available with an optional ‘passage set’
feature at no added cost which allows the key-holder to
temporarily prevent the door from locking automatically.
This is a useful feature during busy periods of foot traffic.
With the assurance of being fully C.E. marked, and
conforming to rigorous BS12209 and BS1634-1:2000
standards testing, you can confidently specify Primera’s
automatic locking products even for the most challenging
of behavioural environments.

Alternative handle options:

PR3-66731C
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PR3-66731F

PR3-66729C

PR3-66730C

PR3-66730E

PR3-66729B
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PR3 Secondary Override

76 En-Suite Lockset

En-Suite: PR3-76

Product use :
• En-Suite/Bathrooms
• S
 ervice Risers
(PR3-76XI)
• Shallow Cupboards
• Laundry Rooms

pr3-76-729A

For use in medium high risk patient areas
where patients are not required to have ability
to lock/unlock doors
The ‘76’ has a wide variety of different applications and is
supplied without an internal Turn/Pull for a specific reason.
Some doors in psychiatric hospitals are better managed
by either the clinical or FM team and therefore need to be
controlled by key. At certain times it might be that those
doors need to be left unlocked and therefore operable
by the service user group.
Free swinging doors to communal areas are better
equipped without a Turn/Pull to prevent one patient from
trying to prevent access to another. Such mischievousness
could ultimately lead to unrest on the ward and is therefore
better avoided.
Supplied complete with pull handles on both sides of the
door the ‘76’ comprises a robust deadbolt and is further
equipped with a medium sprung, heavy duty, roller catch
which allows the client to open or close the door without
need of a lever handle (as would normally be the case with

a sprung latch). Lever handles typically increase the level
of risk due to the potential to wrap a ligature underneath
the door furniture and over the top of the door to create a
secondary tension point. Such shortcomings do not apply to
Primera locksets which have been designed to work without
the need of lever handles and resist the attachment of a
ligature from any angle*. It is for this reason that we are able
to conform to the DHF TS001
Technical Specification at the highest level.
The locking arrangement on this specific product is limited
to oneside of the door only and therefore perfectly suited
to en-suite bathrooms, service risers or shallow non walk-in
cupboards. For key/key function please refer to product
PR3-96 detailed on page 29.
* Excludes the ‘730’ Elephant Trunk which has been specifically
developed for reduced manual dexterity applications.

Alternative handle options:

PR3-76731C

PR3-76731F

PR3-76729C

PR3-76730C

PR3-76730E

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by

PR3-76729B
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PR3 Secondary Override

86 Latch-Lock (Key/Key)

Automatic: PR3-86

Product use :
• Offices
• Cupboards
• Corridors
• Dispensaries

pr3-86-729A

For use in medium-high risk patient areas where
doors are controlled by staff only. A closed door
is locked door
This product has been developed largely in response to
demand from the E.U. where mental health legislation
regarding privacy and dignity seems to differ from the
U.K. The ‘86’ is therefore used for a variety of different
applications where an internal Turn/Pull is not considered
to be the best option.
Operating on a key/key basis the ‘86’ locks automatically
whenever the door is closed making it an ideal option for
link doors, office doors or cupboard doors behind which
there may be hazardous items or substances. In Step-down
or Rehabilitation Units where patients may be issued with
a key it is still possible to gain access to the room in the
event of an emergency by means of the integral Secondary
Barricade Override mechanism. We believe that automatic
locking products have a significant role to play in psychiatric
hospitals and that any door that locks itself automatically

can help to support the clinical team whenever there is
a need to know that a closed door is a locked door. It
is also accepted that any door that locks automatically
dramatically reduces the wear and tear of both the key
and locking cylinder which we know from experience are
prone to premature failure as a result of their relative high
usage in this challenging market sector.
Supplied as standard with an anti-thrust bolt the ‘86’
automatically deadlocks when the door is in the closed
position which considerably reduces the potential for any
patient manipulation. This is particularly beneficial for doors
which ordinarily open outwards that without such
a feature would be very vulnerable to unauthorised access.
Despite its automatic locking function the ‘86’ is a very
robust lockset and equally as secure as the deadbolt
in every way.

Alternative handle options:

PR3-86731C
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PR3-86731F

PR3-86729C

PR3-86730C

PR3-86730E

PR3-86729B
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PR3 Secondary Override

96 Communal Lockset

Communal: PR3-96

Product use :
• Communal Rooms
• Link Doors
• Offices/CTM’s
• En-Suite

pr3-96-729A

For use in medium-high risk patient areas where
locking/unlocking is controlled by staff
Designed initially for Communal Room applications (where
it is not advisable to use a Turn/Pull due to the potential
for service user misuse) the ‘96’ can also be used for Link
Doors or Offices wherever a manual locking regime is
preferred. More recently this product has become the
preferred option for en-suite bathrooms in CAMHS units
and other challenging environments due to the fact that
it has the capacity to lock the door both in the closed
and open positions*.
Having the potential to lock the door in the open
position has become more common in the mental health
environment to prevent doors being damaged during
periods of particularly challenging behaviour.
The ‘96’ is controlled by key from both sides of the doors
differing from the ‘86’ only in that it is a manual locking
product as opposed to automatic. This application provides
an anti-ligature pull handle to both the internal and external

face of the door. When in the unlocked position the door is
held closed by means of a medium sprung, adjustable roller
catch which negates the need for any lever handles which,
by design, introduce increased ligature risk.
At Primera our Product Development Team fully understand
that not all service users have the same degree of manual
dexterity or ability to understand how the door furniture
might work. Whatever the application Primera has a
comprehensive range of anti-barricade locking solutions
all with a choice of six different anti-ligature handles and
in a range of electro-plated or powder coated finishes.
With the assurance of being rigorously tested to BS12209,
BS1634-1:2000 and fully CE marked you can confidently
specify Primera locking products even for the most
challenging of behavioural environments.
* Assumes the installation of a suitable locking post.

Alternative handle options:

PR3-96731C

PR3-96731F

PR3-96729C

PR3-96730C

PR3-96730E

Manufactured in the United Kingdom by

PR3-96729B
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Anti-ligature

Anti-ligature Door Handles

Door Handles: PR-4

Pinch Grip PR-4-729
Instantly identifiable, the Primera ‘729’ Pinch Grip handle is a recognised
design icon in the mental healthcare sector. Stylish and elegant lines
make this a favourite with interior designers in their efforts to deinstitutionalise the mental health environment. This tried and tested
design has been the mainstay of the Primera range since its inception
though is better suited to applications where manual dexterity is not
a major consideration (elderly/infirm).
Like all Primera products the ‘729’ is purpose designed and has been
tested to DHF TS001 passing at the highest level (Grade 4).
Supplied in either radius or square format, back-plates are manufactured
from 3mm electro-plated steel with 30° chamfered edges and supplied
singularly complete with pin torx anti-tamper fixings. Bolt through
fixings available subject to surcharge.

729A

729B

730A

730B

731A

731F

Dimensions: 205 x 90 x 3mm

 lephants Trunk (Recessed or Flat Plate)
E
PR-4-730
Designed specifically for applications where manual dexterity is of
primary concern, the Elephants Trunk provides the perfect anti-ligature
handle solution. This robust and solid cast product is of sleek design
and offers a stylish alternative to the more commonly known ‘Witches
Nose’ handle. It has been cleverly designed to work on 2 different backplates the first (730A) being a flat plate suitable for either new doors
or retro-fit applications and designed for a simple surface mount fixing.
The second option (730E) provides for the handle to be mounted on
a recessed dish which further increases the amount of available space
behind the handle for the bigger hand but requires more detailed door
preparation prior to installation.
Despite the high demand for this type of handle neither the 730A or
730E handle conform to DHF TS001 due to the very nature of their
design. These handles are better suited to applications where there
is less challenging behaviour unless installed with back to back bolt
through fixings which the product has been designed to accommodate.
Dimensions: 205 X 90 X 3mm

Grab (Recessed or Flat Plate) PR-4-731
With increased grip and designed to conform to DHF TS001 the ‘731’
is our best all round anti-ligature handle catering for all applications.
The inside of the handle has been carefully sculptured to provide the
same form and function as a round bar handle yet with excellent styling
and reduced potential for injury due to low projection and smooth line
curvature. Like the Elephants Trunk, the Recessed Grab has also been
designed to work on two different back-plates the first (731A) being
a flat plate suitable for either new doors or retro-fit applications and
designed for a simple surface mount fixing. The second option (731F)
provides for the handle to be mounted on a recessed dish which further
increases the amount of available space behind the handle for the bigger
knuckle but requires more detailed door preparation prior to installation.
Both handle options have been designed to conform to DHF TS001.
As with all Primera products these handles are supplied complete with
the required quantity of pin torx security fixings.
Dimensions: (731A) 205 X 90 X 3mm & (731F) 205 X 106 X 3mm
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Anti-ligature

Anti-ligature Door Handles
Recessed PR-4-726
The smaller of the Primera pull handle family at just 90mm x 106mm
and fabricated from 3mm solid steel. The
‘726’ is an ideal recessed handle solution for cupboards, drawers,
MH sports hall doors and very often specified for conventional
doors in units with more challenging behaviour due to the lack of
any protrusions. Conforming to the requirements of TS001 at level
4 the ‘726’ provides a practical solution to many applications and is
available as an off the shelf product in Satin Stainless Steel electroplated finish. Other finishes are available on a works to order basis.

106

Supplied complete with pin torx anti-tamper fixing screws.
Dimensions: 90x 106mm

40

50

Recessed Pull
Pull Handle
Handle

Narrow Stile Pull PR4-727B

26

Some applications, typically feature panelled doors or where there
is a larger than normal viewing panel, call for a narrower back-plate
than normal.
The ‘727’ offers an alternative solution with a single side flange
to avoid finger contact with the doorframe.
106

Mounted on a 200 x 25 x 3mm back-plate with 30° chamfered
edges and radius corners.

200

Supplied complete with pin torx anti-tamper fixing screws.

40

50

Recessed Pull Handle

Narrow Back-Plate Handles

26

Primarily designed for commercial aluminium doors widely used for
perimeter security in new MH units or other applications where the
width of the door stile is limited.
• The PR-4-729A-45 Pinch Grip handle is available as an ex-stock
item @ 45mm x 205mm
106
• The PR-4-730A-65 Elephants Trunk handle
is available
@ 65mm x 205mm

205

205

200

Square back-plates available on a works to order basis if required.
Product codes: PR-4-7298-45 & PR-4-7308-65 respectively.
All narrow handle plates are electro-plated to ‘Service Condition
5’ which provides a higher 40
level of corrosion
resistance due to the
50
high probability of being specified for use in external applications.
Pull Handle
Supplied complete withRecessed
anti-tamper
pin torx in screw fixings
as standard.

729A-45

45

730a-65

65

32
27

3
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Core Dimensions

Specifications
Component Dimensions
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We’re here for life.
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Customer Care 1800 75 93 93
Dependable healthcare equipment;
maintained to exacting standards

We’re here for life.
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